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Ken McAllister, the

longtime executive director at

USTA Texas, the nonprofit

volunteer organization that

governs, promotes, develops

and supports the growth of

tennis in Texas, is officially

announcing his retirement at the

end of 2014.

“Twenty-four years as Texas

executive director has allowed me

to watch young players develop,

become great players, and start

families with future great players,”

McAllister said, reflecting upon

his tenure. “It has been the

players, parents, and volunteers

partnering to affect lives positively

through the greatest sport in the

greatest state.”

He became executive

director in 1991 for USTA Texas

overseeing tennis programs in

the Texas section of the United

States Tennis Association. Under McAllister’s

leadership, the USTA Texas section’s

influence, staff and budget has grown as well

as its membership – which now numbers

more than 56,000 individual members and

900 organizational members. USTA Texas is

the third largest of the 17 sections of the

USTA, the national governing body for the

sport of tennis in the United States.

“Our communities have developed,

helped Texas tennis grow, and set a platform

for future players of all ages. I thank all of

you for being a part of this, but especially for

trusting me with the strong programs you

have constructed. It has been a happy trip

that I willingly hand off to the next executive

director,” McAllister said.

McAllister’s impressive contributions to

Texas tennis are numerous and varied. The

San Angelo native began coaching high

school tennis in Snyder (1964-1970), where

his players won three UIL state titles.

McAllister later coached at Deer Park High

School (1970-1974), where he was an early

advocate in the formation of UIL team tennis.

A consummate teacher, he has influenced

the success of more than 30 state and

nationally ranked players.

An accomplished player, he

has held 35 Texas rankings

since 1971, five USTA rankings

since 1983 and won the 1988

PTR National 45 Singles

Championship. Among his

many honors, he was named

Texas Pro of the Year twice

(1976 and 1980), 1981 USPTA

National Pro of the Year and has

been a USPTA Master Profes-

sional since 1987.

McAllister served as

Director of Tennis at Walden on

Lake Conroe, Montgomery,

Lakeside Country Club and

Lakeway World of Tennis. He

has served as president of the

Texas Tennis Coaches

Association, the USPTA Texas

Division and was inducted into

the Texas Tennis Coaches Hall

of Fame in 2000. He was

recently inducted into the 2013

Texas Tennis Hall of Fame.

“Ken has been the face of Texas tennis

and the leader of our organization for almost

25 years. Ken’s leadership has been the

driving force behind many of the

accomplishments realized by the Section,”

said Dan Barta, USTA Texas president. “It

has been my pleasure to have had the

opportunity to work with him over the past

10 years as a section volunteer. I believe I

speak for all the past presidents and

volunteers in thanking Ken for his service

and wishing him the best in his future

endeavors.”
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BY NATHAN GONZALeZ

The first USTA Texas summer Run/Roll

event of 2014 started off in Georgetown,

Texas, at Berry Creek Country Club on 

June 14. The tournament’s theme was

superheroes, with its title Backhand and

Lobbin’. 

Teams were split into three different

divisions, Dark Knight, Dynamic Duo, and

Caped Crusaders. The winners and finalists

received Batman and Robin inspired

plaques, but everyone went home with new

friends and memories.  

“We had 13 teams signed up, which is

pretty big for a wheelchair event. Participants

came from many cities, but the farthest were

Houston and Odessa. It’s nice to see the

commitment players have to Wheelchair

tennis,” said Taylor Helfeldt Jones, USTA

Texas Wheelchair Tennis Coordinator. 

USTA Texas Wheelchair Tennis Run/Roll

encourage both wheelchair and able-bodied

tennis communities to collaborate with one

another. The tournament combined the

teams randomly, which forced the players to

get to know each other quickly and resulted

in many new friendships. 

The event’s unique theme, Backhand

and Lobbin’, a twist on the pairing of Batman

and Robin, was incorporated to fit tennis

lingo and symbolize the special bond the

participants gain while competing in doubles.

Superheroes were literally everywhere from

players’ shirts, all the way down to their

socks. Many players wore full-fledged

costumes and capes, but everyone brought

their inner superhero. Although the costumes

were colorful and fun, the level of

competiveness was extremely high. 

Whether the players ran to hit a

backhand return or rolled for an approach

shot, they were playing extremely

competitive tennis. There is no need for

underestimating wheelchair tennis players;

their level of play is top-notch. 

Run/Roll tennis allows players in

wheelchairs to partner up with an able-

bodied player and compete in a doubles

tournament. The rules are similar with the

exception of the “roll” players who is allowed

to return the ball after two bounces on the

court. The format creates a challenge for

both players but unites the two to become

quite a dynamic duo.  

The lists of winners are below. For more

information regarding the USTA Texas

Run/Roll, contact Taylor Helfeldt Jones at

(512) 443-1334, ext. 219

Winners:

Dynamic Duo Division:

Champions - DW Green and Mike Cancino

Finalists – Adam Lucio and Todd Williams

Caped Crusaders Division:

Champions – Jose Arriaga and Ricaldi

Finalists – Stelios Vafiadis and Lavonne Ranc

Dark Knight Division:

Champions – Jamie Lard and Madelyn

Ereckson

Finalists – Edward Gonzales and Sam Jones
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Backhand & Lobbin’ Run/Roll Wheelchair Event Creates Dynamic Duos

Exciting USTA Texas Run/Roll wheelchair event that was held
in Georgetown, Texas featured able-bodied and wheelchair
paired teams to compete. Photos by Nathan Gonzalez

At the annual Summer Grand Slam

banquet, USTA Texas announced the junior

tennis award recipients at the 2014 Capsher

Texas Grand Slam, held in Bryan and College

Station, from June 13-21.

The John McFarlin Award is given to the

outstanding junior boy in Texas who

exemplifies outstanding sportsmanship,

leadership, civic responsibility, character and

a good tennis ranking due to superior

tournament play. This year’s recipient was

Xavier Gonzalez of Houston. 

The Mary Lowdon Award is presented

to an outstanding junior girl in Texas who

has shown exceptional ability, a good

ranking, a willingness to work with up-and-

coming players, cooperation and proper

respect, and a sportsmanlike and

competitive spirit. This year’s

recipient was Camila

Wesbrooks of McKinney,

Texas.

Ellie Douglas of McKinney,

Texas won The Chuck McKinley

Award which honors a USTA

Texas Section junior tennis

player who achieved the most

outstanding results at the

National and/or International

level during the previous calendar year.

The Bob McKinley, Zina Garrison,

Maureen Connally Brinker, and Art Foust

Sportsmanship Awards are all voted on by

the players at the Grand Slam. These awards

go to players who exhibit outstanding

sportsmanship both on and off the court.

This year’s recipient of the Bob McKinley

Sportsmanship Award was Alex Wesbrooks

of McKinney, Texas.

Sarah Adams of San Antonio took home

the Zina Garrison Sportsmanship Award.

The Maureen Connolly Brinker Sports-

manship Award was awarded to Camila

Wesbrooks of McKinney, Texas.

Xavier Gonzalez of Houston was the

recipient of the Art Foust Sportsmanship Award.

USTA Texas Announces 2014 Junior Awards at Grand Slam

Camila Wesbrooks, McKinney, TX

Ellie Douglas,
McKinney, TX

Alex Wesbrooks,
McKinney, TX

Sarah Adams,
San Antonio

Xavier Gonzalez, Houston
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Results are in from the 2014 USTA

Texas 40 and Over Mixed Doubles hosted

at McFarlin Tennis Center in San Antonio

from June 6-8 for the 6.0, 7.0, 8.0 and 9.0

levels. The winners from each level, Austin,

Dallas, NOHO and Dallas, received an

invitation to represent Texas in the 2014

USTA League National Championships in

Surprise, Arizona. The Mixed 40 & Over 6.0

and 8.0 levels will compete November 14-

16, and the 7.0 & 9.0 levels will compete

November 21-23.

Austin, Dallas, NOHO take
home USTA Texas Mixed
Doubles titles

Austin defeated SETX to win the 6.0 Texas Mixed 40 & Over
Section Championship.

Dallas defeated Abilene to win the 7.0 Texas Mixed 40 &
Over Section Championship.

The 2014 USTA Texas Tri-Level

Sectionals were held from Feb. 7-9 in

Kingwood Texas. Tri-Level is a three doubles

format. Houston dominated throughout the

weekend and won the Championship in two

out of four divisions while Fort Worth and

San Antonio also brought home titles.

Houston takes two, 
Fort Worth & San Antonio
also win Tri-Level titles

Fort Worth defeated Austin to win the 2014 USTA Texas Tri-
Level 4.0 & Under Ladies Championship.

Abilene, NOHO win USTA Texas 40 
and Over Qualifying Tournament

NOHO 4.5 - 
2014 USTA Texas
40 and Over
Qualifying
Tournament /
Area Champi-
onship

Abilene 4.0 - 2014 USTA Texas 40 and Over Qualifying Tournament / Area Championship

Dallas defeated Austin, Houston, and NOHO to win the 9.0
Texas Mixed 40 & Over Section Championship.

NOHO defeated San Antonio to win the 8.0 Texas Mixed 40 &
Over Section Championship.

Houston defeated San Antonio 2-1 to win the 2014 USTA
Texas Tri-Level 4.5 & Under Ladies Championship title. 

Houston defeated Dallas 2-1 in the finals to win the 2014
USTA Texas Tri-Level 4.5 & under Men’s Championship title.

San Antonio defeated Southeast Texas (SETX) to win the 2014
USTA Texas Tri-Level 4.0 & Under Men’s Championship title.

Held in Austin, the 2014 USTA Texas League 40 and Over Qualifying

Tournament was played May 16-18. Teams from North Houston (NOHO) 4.5 and

Abilene 4.0 qualified. Congratulations!



enter USTA Texas League play and compete on the USTA 2.5, 3.0 or

higher levels depending on their tennis-growth skills.  

Austin, Dallas and San Antonio area teams have been successful.

Winning teams receive awards and their pictures posted on the USTA

Texas website. Lone Star continues to introduce the sport of tennis to

many in a fun and informative way. Getting involved is simple. Contact

your local local league coordinator for more details at

http://www.texas.usta.com/adult_tennis/usta_leagues/coordinators/.

Do not let the fear of being a newcomer keep you from experi-

encing the game of tennis. 

Be bold, be brave. Be a Lone Star.
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BY NATHAN GONZALeZ

Always wanted to try tennis? Heard about how social and fun it

is? Scared that you will face a Maria Sharapova or Serena Williams

clone? Then, USTA Texas Lone Star tennis is perfect for newbies and

beginners to learn the rules and nuances of the game.

USTA Texas Lone Star tennis, a league specifically targeted for

women who are new to tennis, has been an enjoyment for participants

throughout the years. The rules are simple to understand and flexible for

just about anyone wanting to pick up a racquet. Aspiring tennis players

can join, without worrying about a rating (NTPR) in the USTA system. 

Anyone in Texas 18 years or older can participate. All that is

required is joining USTA at www.membership.usta.com and then self-

rate at 2.5 or lower. Next, contact your local Community Tennis

Association, who will add you

to a newbie list, then join a

team or a team will contact

you to join or form. Don’t let

ratings scare you. For more

details about levels go to

http://bit.ly/1pMWxnj.

The great thing about

Lone Star is that you will only

play against others who are

new to the game and who are

on the same learning and skill

levels. Local pros at CTAs around the state serve as coaches and help

to organize practices and travel schedules.

The Lone Star league has two seasons one each in the fall and

spring. The format is a team setting that play and practice together.

When a team win its local season they will have an opportunity to

represent their city / area at the USTA Texas Adult 18 & Over

Sectional.

“Sectionals are always a fun time," USTA Texas league

coordinator Tosha Smith said about the ongoing success of the

program and about how they enjoy the fun and social environment of

the league. “The players laugh and have fun while playing tennis with

their friends.” 

Smith said the league introduces players to many other things

besides tennis that end with lifelong friendships. 

“Lone Star introduces the players to a lifelong sport, new friends,

fitness, and competiveness all at once. The league is great because it

allows the players to have a good time and socialize,” Smith said.

Players can only play in the league for one year and then must

Texas Lone Star League
Tennis Perfect for Newbies

Last year, the Austin Lone Star team won 
the 2013 USTA Texas Sectional held in
Richardson, Texas.



BY KATe CAHILL

Tennis is more than just a hobby for

Margaret Canby, the active 81-year old San

Antonio native and longtime player who is

now competing as hard as ever. 

In May, she won the 2014 Women’s 80s

Hard Court Nationals doubles title with

partner Angele Ray and reached the finals of

singles. In 2013, she won the National Clay

Court, Grass Court and Hard Court Champi-

onships in singles and played for the United

States at the Super Senior Games in Austria. 

The same year, she won the individual

80 Women’s Doubles Championships with

Muffie Grieve from Canada and beat the

Australian doubles team to win the World

Championship. 

“It was a great year for me at the age of

81,” Canby said, “I never expected anything

like that would ever happen to me.”

Aside from her impressive

accomplishments on the court, it’s how

Canby has devoted her time off the court

that truly makes her an ambassador to the

sport. 

At 9 years old, Canby chose to learn a

sport that would continue to impact her for a

lifetime. It all started in San Antonio, the

place where she was born and raised. When

she saw her sister try out for the Alamo

Heights tennis team, she knew that was a

sport she wanted to learn. 

“The courts were about two blocks from

my house,” Canby described. “I asked for a

racquet and began going over to the courts

and trying to learn. I never had formal

lessons. I loved all sports and tried them all.”

As she continued to try new sports, she

discovered a love for swimming and this

became her sport in high school. She

continued to swim in college and with the

team in the summer while also working at a

pool. 

“Luckily, there were tennis courts beside

the pool so I could play every day after work

with friends. They were great summers,” said

Canby. 

After college, Margaret married Dr. John

Canby, a physician who also liked to play

tennis. When her husband joined the U.S.

Army, she found herself moving a lot. After

relocating to 13 different areas including

Stuttgart, Germany; New Delhi; Melbourne,

Australia; Bangkok, and Frankfurt, Germany

in her husband’s 30 years of service, Canby

discovered how tennis could connect her

with other people. 

“The quickest way to make friends was

to go to the local tennis courts and ask to

join in the fun,” she said. “Tennis was a

wonderful way for me to meet the most

interesting people and to have fun.” 

As much as tennis has given her, she

has given even more back to tennis. Once

her husband retired and the couple settled

back in San Antonio, Canby became much

more active in tennis. 
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With no reason to slow down Canby
continues to give back to tennis 

81-year old Margaret Canby

Margaret Canby



“I have donated a lot of time to helping

grow the sport through leagues and our local

CTA (Community Tennis Association),” said

Canby. 

When asked to become a USTA umpire

with the Alamo City Tennis Officials, Margaret

and her husband gladly accepted. Canby got

more involved when she landed the job as

the volunteer USTA San Antonio tennis

coordinator. 

“I decided this would be a wonderful

way to give back to the sport that meant so

much for me and that had done so much

for me,” said Canby, who accepted the

position and did it for over 10 years. “It was

a lot of work but I enjoyed every minute of

it. It was so rewarding when our teams

would win and advance to sectionals or

nationals. I enjoyed volunteering at the

state sectionals and seeing players from all

over the state play.”

During the time she served as the

leagues coordinator, Canby saw, “the

leagues double in size.” She tirelessly gave

more than 40 hours a week working with the

leagues, and her efforts were very apparent

as San Antonio tennis continued to grow. 

So what was it about the leagues that

she loved so much?

“That has to be the ladies. I find that the

ladies really enjoy the opportunity to be

outdoors, on the courts, playing and being

with friends. I love being on a team and

working with my teammates to win,” said

Canby.

This position lead to her becoming

President of the San Antonio Tennis

Association which allowed her to make an

even bigger splash in the tennis community

and work on more programs to promote

tennis. 

“We started working with the school

districts and doing tennis at schools and in

the after school programs for students

whose parents work and had to stay at

school until 5 or 6 p.m.” she said. “It was

thrilling to see the enjoyment on those kids

faces when they could hit the ball over the

net or return it.”

She also worked with the NJTL program,

10 and Under tennis and the Wounded

Warrior programs. She’s brought tennis to

senior centers that provide adaptive tennis

for seniors, and she’s promoted fitness for

citizens alongside San Antonio Parks and

Recreation Program Tennis in the Park. Still,

just last year, Canby donated more hours to

the San Antonio CTA than any other member. 

After countless years of devotion to the

sport, Margaret remains just as humble as

ever. When asked about one of her favorite

moments in the sport of tennis, she simply

mentioned a time when a kindergartener

challenged her to a race. The girl asked, “can

you run?” and Canby responded, “Yes, you

have to run to be able to play tennis.” The

two raced and the girl hugged Margaret

afterwards. “I was touched,” Margaret said.

Among all her passion for tennis, she’s

truly passionate about getting kids involved

so the sport can continue to thrive. 

“I feel it is very important for us to

promote tennis by introducing as many

youngsters to the sport as possible. It is a

great sport and one that you can play for a

lifetime. You only need one person to play

and we must encourage our cities and states

to help see that courts are available to all,”

said Canby.

Canby also wants opportunities for

seniors in tennis to be just as prevalent as

they are for the youngsters. What would you

think from an 81-year old who just won a

national title in tennis?
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The USTA Texas Jr. Team Tennis Spring Section Championships

were held May 16-18 with the 12U Intermediate, 14U Beginners &

Intermediate and 18U Intermediate battling it out in Midland, Texas.

The event featured more than 250 players and another 300

parents, coaches and supporters, headquartered at the Bush Tennis

Center. The Players Party included a graffiti wall, DJ, video trailer,

photo booth and food. The John Newcombe Tennis Ranch held a prize

court and everyone was welcomed by Midland Mayor Jerry Morales.

In the 12 and Under Intermediate division, the Terminetters from

HRC in Houston won the title with Austin Tennis Academy – 12U

Ballers finishing second. The Dallas based Slam Jammers Angry Bird

2 team finished third.

In the 14 and Under Beginners division, the RTC Rebels from

North Richland Hills won the title while RPM of Georgetown finished

second and the Spring Branch Scorpions in third.

The Kerrville Tennis Academy will head to the 2014 Jr. Team

Tennis National Championship in October in Cayce, S.C. to represent

Texas as it won the 14 and Under Intermediate Division ahead of That

Team from Southlake, Texas. Taking third place was the Austin Tennis

Academy Aces.

Headed to nationals are the Bay Area Racquet Club Bulldogs of

Houston who, triumphed to win the 18 and Under Intermediate

Division ahead of second place Court Jesters from Abilene, Texas.

The Squirrels of Colleyville, Texas finished third.

Good luck to the teams representing USTA Texas at Nationals and

congratulations to all the Sportsmanship Award winners this weekend

for representing JTT so well!

Listed below are the complete results from the 2014 JTT Spring

Sectional in Midland, Texas:

12 and Under Intermediate

1. Houston (HRC Terminetters)

2. Austin (Austin Tennis Academy – 12U Ballers)

3. Dallas (Slam Jammers Angry Birds 2)

12U Sportsmanship Award

Aaron Quy, Denton (Krum Bobcats)

Brianna Inman, Odessa (Chargers)

14 and Under Beginners

1. North Richland Hills (RTC Rebels on the Rise)

2. Georgetown (Berry Creek RPM)

3. Spring Branch (Scorpions)

14U Beg. Sportsmanship Award

Ian Calvin (North Richland Hills – RTC Rebels on the Rise)

Kaityn Walker (Midland – The A Team)

14 and Under Intermediate

1. Kerrville (Kerrville Tennis Academy)

2. Southlake (That Team)

3. Austin (ATA Aces)

14U Intermediate Sportsmanship Award

Matthew Lewis, McKinney (That Tennis Team)

Ashley McEvers (Amarillo – Crossfire)

18 and Under Intermediate

1. Houston (Bay Area Racquet Club Bulldogs)

2. Abilene (Court Jesters)

3. Colleyville (Squirrels)

18U Int. Sportsmanship Award

Noah Rabgo, San Antonio (Ace 10S)

Makayla Chambers, Fort Stockton (West Texas Outback Strings Attached)

TEXAS SECTION
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Houston-area teams, Kerrville, N. Richland Hills win Texas JTT Titles in Midland

12U Int. JTT First Place: Houston (HRC
Terminetters), USTA Texas 2014 JTT
Section Championships in Midland.

14U Beg. JTT First Place: North Richland
Hills (RTC Rebels on the Rise), USTA Texas
2014 JTT Section Championships.

18U Int. JTT First Place: Houston (Bay Area
Racquet Club Bulldogs), USTA Texas 2014
JTT Section Championships in Midland.

14U Int. JTT First Place: Kerrville (Kerrville
Tennis Academy), USTA Texas 2014 JTT
Section Championships.
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Let’s take this opportunity to talk about the three Rs of tennis -

Ready, Read and React. More and more, our sport is about

movement, speed, recovery, and balance – so the three R’s are

critically important.

ReADY means more than bring prepared to play. Ready is about

preparing your mind and body to respond in an instant, to all the

information you can gain just prior to that instant. In tennis, we use the

split-step to physically mark the beginning of this time period, and the

timing of it is critical.  

I often ask players in training camps what their cue is for when

they should split-step. The most common answer is “when the other

person hits the ball.” That means by the time your eyes see the other

player’s contact, and your brain sends the signal to your feet to move,

competitive corner

By Steve Cobb
DIReCTOR OF COMPeTITIVe TeNNIS

Ready, Read and React!

and then you “unweight” and subsequently land on the court, the ball

is now where? Over the net, if you are lucky. So, 40 to 50 percent of

that ball’s flight time is gone and you are just now ready to respond.

Good luck. If the overall flight time was a quarter to half a second and

you just gave up 50 percent? Welcome to late – and rushing – and

probably making an error. 

In order to be “ready” at the instant of contact, you need to

anticipate contact. Carefully time this so that your feet are landing in the

split-step at the same time as the ball strikes your opponent’s strings. In

that way you can use 100 percent of the ball’s flight time to execute the

”read and react” phase. I tell players to start their split-step as the

opponent’s racket begins to move forward toward the ball, so their feet

land on the court at the moment their opponent makes contact.

ReADING is simply getting all the information you can about the

ball you are now tracking toward you, to help you decide where you

need to go and how to respond and plan your next shot. Read and

ReACT really go together. Sure, reading precedes reacting ever so

slightly. But in many high speed film studies, the top players have a

foot leaning in the direction of the ball as their feet land in the split-

step. That’s really executing all three Rs almost simultaneously!

As a beginner, you read only direction – what side of me is the ball

coming to? As your skills progress, you should start to read spin,

speed, trajectory, height, depth, and, ultimately, time. How much time

is this ball going to give me? Your reaction will depend on that time, as

you will need to move into position, decide on and execute a stroke,

and get there and hit it without rushing.

So get out there and work on your three Rs. I am sure it’ll help “to

school” your opponents!
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My articles in the first part of this year were focused on sharing

some history of Texas tennis from my experience. For the rest of the

articles this year, I will present some ideas for the future of Texas

tennis. I begin with the most dramatic. Read on.

Measured by growth and increasing numbers of players, the most

successful USTA program of all has been the NTRP fueled USTA Adult

Leagues. In Texas, these leagues have increased in numbers every

year since 1980 except for 2013. So this is the best idea that the

USTA has, right? If you spent any time in our Texas office, it would not

take long to find out that the majority of all complaints coming to us

are about USTA League tennis. This is also true at the HTA, DTA,

CATA, SATA, and other community tennis association offices in Texas.

In fact, that extends to the rest of the USTA sections. Most are about

the computer based National Tennis Rating Program (NTRP) and the

rest are about local, section, and national league rules and the

management thereof. I present to you the following proposal that

should eliminate at least 50 percent of those complaints.

This idea is relatively simple and this is a synopsis of a more

detailed plan. I am proposing a revival of having neighborhood teams

with your friends and not just your fellow 4.0s. For those of you

familiar with Atlanta’s ALTA, it is the same format they use except with

state, sectional, and national playoffs. All age division groupings and

mixed doubles would continue with the new format. There would be

no need for Tri-Level or Combo leagues. This proposal will eventually

eliminate the current structure of having leagues where all the players

on a team are at the same NTRP level. 

Initially, teams would be rated by the average NTRP rating of the

top 6-8 players on the team. Currently, we have up to eight levels of

leagues from 2.5 to 5.5 and Open; therefore eight levels of teams

2020 League Tennis

kenny mc’S corner

By Ken McAllister
exeCUTIVe DIReCTOR - USTA TexAS

PReSeNTeD BY

would be a good place to start with the new format. As Atlanta did, we

can add more levels of teams as the leagues grow. We can use the

same numerology or go to A, B, C or other grouping names. League

seasons can be the same length as they are currently. The obvious

great positive is that all a community needs are players of any level.

They do not have to find 6-8 players who are all 4.5 to have a team. At

the end of each league season, the winning team at a level goes to

section playoffs, but must move up to the next “team” level in the

local league. The last place team in each league drops to the next

lowest league level for the next season. Note that if a player is

“bumped up” NTRP wise during the season, they can continue playing

on the team. There is no incentive for players to sandbag. everyone

can play his best at all times.

Small cities and towns may now have teams who are leveled

initially by an average rating or even self-rate. Inter-city leagues can

now be formed. I will be recommending that these league matches be

played on fewer courts so that all communities may get involved, and

there can be some alleviation of court shortage. All matches will

continue to be recorded through the NTRP system in order that

players have a measurement of their ratings.

There are two choices for initiating this new format. The conser-

vative way would be to offer the league side-by-side with current

leagues to test the attractiveness of the neighborhood concept. The

second method is to make the wholesale change over to the new

system. Teams would not have to change teammates unless they

wanted, so it can be done in a fluid way. I will be recommending the

wholesale change.

This is not a brand new idea. I have supported this for several

years, but change is not easily accepted, and drastic change…well, you

know. Gradually, the number of supporters of this has increased, and

several leaders are taking the concept seriously. As I see it, there are

three main drawbacks: 1) Similar to a high school team match, there

may be mismatches that are not competitive. 2) New types of rules for

players changing teams or defining an intact team will have to be made.

3) As it was in the early days of USTA Leagues, there will have to be

tweaking in the early years to level out the teams through the national

playoffs. However, there are many positives and the two best are: 1) the

temptation to protect (sandbag) once NTRP rating no longer exists

because you can continue to play with your friends. 2) “Super teams”

automatically move to the next higher level when they win so it is

unlikely for them to win sectionals and go to nationals year after year. 

Because the space for this article is limited, I have left off the

details that might explain your questions or doubts. Let me know your

thoughts at kmcallister@texas.usta.com.
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As players, we still must interact with our opponents, partners

and event staff on a personal basis. These personal contacts are what

develop into lifelong friendships. each of these relationships are

rekindled every year at the same event or throughout the year at

numerous events. Thanks to sports and particularly individual sports

such as tennis for providing a personal touch to life’s crazy,

automated, remote impersonal activities.

Our Section Semiannual meeting was in San Antonio at the end of

June. A number of years ago, a past president started the tradition of

moving this meeting to locations throughout the state. Past host cities

include Laredo, Amarillo, and Beaumont. This year, we met in San

Antonio for the first time in history. Moving these meetings allows the

local CTA volunteers and staff an opportunity to showcase their

community, facilities and programs and to interact with Section peers.

This is another great way to develop personal relationships and the

ability to put a face with a name that you talk to frequently on the

phone or converse with via email.

Have a great time this summer attending and participating in

tennis events, and savor the personal relationships and interactions

that come with our sport!

We are in the midst of the greatest 14 weeks of the tennis

calendar. From late May to early September, the tennis calendar is

comparable to the NFL or college football season. During this period

we play three of our four Grand Slam events. We have the grass-court

warm-ups, the US Open Series and World Team Tennis all going on at

the professional level. It is also a busy time with many leagues,

tournaments and playoffs occurring at the local and sectional levels.

Isn’t it nice that the virtual world has not taken over our sport? So

many other facets of our lives are conducted via remote access on

laptops and mobile devices. In this day and age, you can get a date,

schedule a doctor’s appointment, order your dinner, order your next

mobile device and download the latest game app without ever

interacting on a personal level with another individual. That is the

beauty of sports and tennis in particular. 

even more than team sports, tennis requires personal interaction

resulting in the development of friendships and in many instances lifelong

relationships. Although you can sign up for a league or tournament,

check your opponent’s record and post results online, you still must

physically show up and play the matches in person. No apps for

forehands or backhands and no remote access for the return of serve. 
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